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2 December 2021 
 
Dear Parents/ Carers 

As you will be aware your child is starting their mock examination from Monday 6th December. 

Given the increase in cases and recent communications from the Department of Education it is 

important that the pupils take these mock examinations seriously and give their best. We have 

been informed that should absence from school be necessary due to COVID restrictions being 

implemented then mock examinations and other internally assessed work will form their GCSE, As 

or A Level examination results.  

The pupils have had numerous assemblies around the expectations and requirements for the 

mock examinations and we ask that you support them over the coming 10 days. In school subject 

teachers have completed the preparations and pupils now need to demonstrate what they know 

and remember in each of the subjects they follow. 

We are keen to make this mock exam experience as much like the real GCSE weeks as possible. 

Therefore, if a pupil misses an exam for an unauthorised reason, they may receive a U grade for 

that paper. If you are aware of any unavoidable medical (or other) appointments, please let us 

know immediately so we can reschedule any exams in advance, where possible. (Please note, 

pupils will have a second opportunity to sit mock exams in March). 

In support of them and the need to revise and prepare each day we have carefully designed the 

programme of mocks that enables then to have the afternoon clear. We are offering Y11 pupils 

the opportunity to revise during the last period for the following days examinations.  

Lastly, we know mock exams can be a pressured and anxious time for many pupils. Please be 

assured that we are preparing pupils for these exams carefully and always have their wellbeing at 

the heart of everything we do. If you do feel that your child is struggling more than expected 

however, please do get in touch and let us know. 

We wish each and every one of the pupils all the very best for the mock examinations. 

Kind regards 

Astor Secondary School 

 
 


